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ACO Marine IKEA Idea Saves Space for Bibby Polaris
Press release

ACO Marine has been awarded a contract to supply a Clarimar
MF-10 wastewater treatment plant to the 8234t Dive Support
Vessel (DSV) Bibby Polaris.
The vessel’s current wastewater management
arrangement will be converted to the Clarimar system
during a planned reﬁt later this year at an undisclosed
European shipyard. The contract was signed just prior to
September’s SMM exhibition in Hamburg, Germany.
Mark Beavis, Managing Director, ACO Marine, explained
that the system will be gravity-based and designed for
treating black water only. However, in what marks a ﬁrst
for wastewater treatment system suppliers, the Clarimar
unit will be supplied IKEA-like and ﬂat packed.
“Changing the vessel’s current wastewater management
system to one capable of meeting new MEPC 227(64)
requirements was a challenge given the limited space
available, so we decided to deliver the system as a ﬂat
pack for erection and welding onboard by a specialist
team of welders. We have completed a number of
Clarimar retroﬁt projects but this is certainly the ﬁrst
one where we will supply the complete unit in this
way,” said Beavis.
“This novel approach to equipment supply means that
we don’t have to cut holes in the side of the ship to get
systems in-situ,” said Alex Munro, Vessel Manager, Dive
Support Vessels, V.Ships Oﬀshore. ‘ACO Marine will
deliver the system sheet-by-sheet and then build the
unit in the space we have available, reducing installation
time and costs. It makes perfect sense.”
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Picture Caption:
ACO Marine will deliver a ﬂat-packed version of its
Clarimar MF for retroﬁt installation to Bibby Polaris
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Since 2014, when the new Clarimar MF range was
introduced to the market, the German-headquartered
manufacturer has supplied more than 100 units for
installation to a wide range of oﬀshore support vessels.
The delivery of Acta Marine’s state-of-the-art windfarm
vessel Acta Orion in September 2015 provided a ﬁrst
oﬀshore vessel reference for the system.
“Despite current market conditions, the oﬀshore and
renewable energy sectors remain important markets for
ACO Marine,” said Beavis. “We are seeing increased
interest from oﬀshore vessel owners, particularly those
with operations in the North Sea, where water treatment
solutions have to be capable of operating in high sea
states without detriment to performance.”
The Clarimar MF range is manufactured entirely in the EU
from high performance materials which, unlike coated
black steel, is completely corrosion resistant and light
weight, the system’s modular design aﬀords simple
installation and requires only one power connection.
“From an operational perspective it is has the lowest
running costs of any sewage treatment plant on the
market,” said Beavis.
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About Bibby Oﬀshore Marine
Bibby Oﬀshore is a leading provider of subsea installation
and IRM services to the oﬀshore oil and gas industry. The
company oﬀers an integrated service portfolio to a
diversiﬁed client and contract base; including project
management, engineering, procurement and subsea
intervention services to construct, maintain and extend
the life of subsea oil ﬁeld. It is headquartered in
Aberdeen with regional oﬃces in Newcastle, Norway,
Singapore, and Houston, USA.

Bibby Oﬀshore is part of Bibby Line Group, a diverse
and forward-looking family business delivering personal,
responsive and ﬂexible customer solutions for over 200
years. Bibby Line Group is a £1.4 billion business,
operating in more than 20 countries, employing over
4,500 people in industries including retail, oﬀshore,
ﬁnancial services, distribution, shipping, marine based
businesses, plant hire and woodland burials.

Visit: www.bibbyoﬀshore.com.

Visit: www.bibbylinegroup.co.uk

About ACO Marine:
Established ﬁfteen years ago, ACO Marine is a member
of the international German headquartered ACO Group
and a leading supplier of advanced wastewater
treatment systems to the global commercial, naval,
oﬀshore and leisure marine sectors with a sales and
service network world-wide. Its unique environmental
solutions are used primarily in wastewater technology,
wastewater management and drainage systems.

The wide range of products includes advanced
membrane bioreactor systems, conventional extended
aeration with ‘bio-sword’ ﬁltration sewage treatment
plants, push-ﬁt pipe systems in both stainless and
galvanised steel and fully automated high capacity
grease separators. ACO Marine develops in-house
solutions from its ISO 9001 accredited production
facilities, all of which are located entirely within the EU.

For further information
about Bibby Oﬀshore please contact:
Rachel Creegan / Fiona McLachlan
Think
bibbyoﬀshore@thinkPR.co.uk
+44 (0) 1224 623960

Henry Lerwill / Richard Crowley
Bell Pottinger
bibbyoﬀshore@bellpottinger.com
+44 (0)20 3772 2500
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